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Abstract
A single-edge-notch bend test was developed for the measurement of fracture toughness of a ±45° square lattice made from an elasticbrittle solid. The ﬁnite element method was used to obtain the K-calibration for an orthotropic elastic solid, with elastic constants equal
to that of the ±45° square lattice. Finite element simulations were also used to predict the fracture strength of the cracked lattice, with
failure dictated by the tensile strength of the cell-wall material. The conditions for K-dominance and for failure by a net-section strength
criterion of the specimen were thereby determined. A set of fracture tests on single-edge-notch bend specimens made from the ceramic
cordierite validate the predictions. The measured fracture toughness of the cordierite lattices scales linearly with the stockiness of the
lattice.
Ó 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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1. Introduction

ru ¼

There is increasing interest in the development of ceramic lattice materials for multifunctional application ranging from liquid–metal ﬁlters to the support structure for
satellite mirrors. A prototypical example is cordierite
square honeycomb, as used in the catalytic converters
and diesel ﬁlters of automobiles. These lattices are creepresistant, chemically stable and possess a high surface area
to volume ratio. However, their damage tolerance is of
concern as they behave in an elastic-brittle manner and
are subjected to high thermal stresses in service [1,2].
Quintana and Fleck [3] have recently addressed the
defect tolerance of a square honeycomb plate under remote
tension containing a central crack of length 2a. They found
that no K-ﬁeld exists at suﬃciently short crack length; in
this regime, the net-section tensile strength of the plate rcr
is comparable to the unnotched strength ru , which is related
to the tensile strength of the cell-wall material rTS by

where t is the cell-wall thickness and l is the cell size. Quintana and Fleck [3] also considered the net-section strength
at long crack length. Then, the tensile strength is given by
the linear p
elastic
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ fracture mechanics (LEFM) prediction,
rcr ¼ K IC = pa, where the macroscopic fracture toughness
K IC scales linearly with stockiness t=l according to
 t  pﬃﬃ
ð2Þ
K IC ¼ 0:44
rTS l
l
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ð1Þ

They thereby identiﬁed a transition ﬂaw size aT of
magnitude
aT ¼ 0:14l3 =t2

ð3Þ

such that for a < aT , the tensile strength is given by Eq. (1)
while for a > aT , the tensile
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ strength is given by the LEFM
prediction rcr ¼ K IC = pa. A major aim of the present
study is to determine theoretically and experimentally the
transition in behaviour from net-section strength to
LEFM-control for a cracked lattice beam in bending.
The single-edge notched bend (SENB) specimen is a common test geometry for fracture toughness determination.
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It is usually loaded in three-point bending or in four-point
pure bending, as shown in Fig. 1. Both types of loading are
considered herein.

t

crack

P

l

ω = 45

1.1. Outline of study
In the present study, we use the ﬁnite element method in
order to predict the bending strength of a single-edge-notch
bending (SENB) specimen made from an elastic-brittle,
±45° square lattice (as sketched in Fig. 2). First, the LEFM
regime is explored, and a K-calibration is obtained for the
SENB specimen upon treating the lattice as an orthotropic
elastic solid. The bend strength is also estimated by assuming that the crack induces no stress concentration. Second,
these estimates are compared with the ﬁnite element simulations of the fracture response of the explicit cracked lattice. A test method is thereby developed for the mode I
fracture toughness of the lattice. Conditions are established
for K-dominance and for failure by a net-section strength
criterion. Finally, the fracture toughness of a cordierite
square lattice is measured for selected values of stockiness,
and is compared with the numerical predictions.
2. K-calibration for an orthotropic bend specimen
The ±45° square lattice is orthotropic in its in-plane
elastic response and this modiﬁes the K-calibration for a
SENB specimen. Finite element calculations are used to
obtain the K-calibration for an elastic solid with orthotropic properties equal to that of the square lattice. The results
are presented in terms of the orthotropic parameters outlined by Suo [4]. Following Suo [4], we deﬁne two nondimensional elastic parameters
k¼

A11
;
A22

2A12 þ A66
q ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 A11 A22

ð4Þ

where Aij are the compliances of the lattice as deﬁned in
Appendix A. In terms of the conventional engineering
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Fig. 2. Single-edge notched bend (SENB) lattice loaded in three-point
bending.

moduli, the two dimensionless quantities can be expressed
as
k¼

E2
;
E1

q¼

ðE1 E2 Þ1=2
1=2
 ðm12 m21 Þ
2G12

ð5Þ

These parameters measure the in-plane orthotropy. Note
that k ¼ q ¼ 1 for isotropic materials, and k ¼ 1 for materials with cubic symmetry. The requirement of positive energy density for all strain states implies that k > 0 and
q > 1. For the ±45° square lattice of the present study,
k equals unity and q is given in terms of the stockiness
t=l of the lattice as (Appendix A)
2

q¼

3ðt=lÞ  1
2

ðt=lÞ þ 1

ð6Þ

In general, the stress intensity factor for the SENB specimen depends upon geometry, and upon material orthotropy as parameterized by k and q. Bao et al. [5] show that the
eﬀect of k is negligible when k1=4 S=H P 4, where S and H
are the span and depth of the specimen, respectively. The
stress intensity factor for a SENB specimen takes the form
[5]:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð7Þ
K I ¼ r paY ðqÞF ða=H Þ

2.1. Calibration of the stress intensity factor for the
orthotropic ±45° square lattice

P/2

M

a

where r is the bending stress and the dimensionless function Y ðqÞ accounts for the degree of orthotropy. The geometrical factor F ða=H Þ is the same as that for an
isotropic material, as given by Tada et al. [6]. Finite element analysis is now used to determine the dimensionless
function Y ðqÞ for the SENB specimen.
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Fig. 1. Single-edge notched specimen subjected to (a) three-point bending
and (b) pure bending.

The ABAQUS (version 6.7-1) ﬁnite element program
was used to obtain the calibration factor Y ðqÞ for a SENB
specimen made from an orthotropic solid. The coeﬃcients
of the compliance matrix are equal to those of the ±45°
square lattice (Appendix A). Two-dimensional plane strain
simulations were performed on a mesh constructed from 4noded quadrilateral elements (type CPE4R in ABAQUS
notation) with reduced integration.
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The limit q ! 1 is achieved by m12 ¼ m21 ! 1 and
1=2
ðE1 E2 Þ =G12 ! 0, see Eq. (4). The solid becomes incompressible within the plane, and plane strain locking of ﬁnite
elements is problematic. Strain locking was avoided in the
present study by making use of elements with reduced integration and by orienting the mesh along the shear-compliant material directions of the lattice. These are at ±45° to
the x1 direction, see Fig. 2. The stress intensity factor was
then extracted via the virtual crack extension method
within ABAQUS.
The calibration is performed for the practical choice of
geometry a=H ¼ 1=2. Results are shown in Fig. 3a for q in
the range 1 < q 6 4. For q P 0 the calibration function
Y is close to unity, and there is little eﬀect of orthotropy upon
the stress intensity factor. In contrast, for 1 < q < 0 the
calibration function is sensitive to the value of q. The relation given by Bao et al. [5] for pure bending of a SENB specimen is included in Fig. 3a, and deviates from that of the
present analysis. The reason for the discrepancy is unclear.

(a)

203

The calibration factor Y ðqÞ has been re-plotted in
Fig. 3b as a function of the stockiness of the lattice t=l,
by making use of relation (6). A regression analysis reveals
that, for the practical range of t=l < 0:2, the factor Y ðt=lÞ
can be adequately ﬁtted by the single function:
 1=2
l
ð8Þ
Y ðt=lÞ ¼ 0:525
t
for both three-point bending and pure bending, over the
range 0:05 < t=l < 0:2.
In summary, the stress intensity factor of the notched
specimen may be obtained by ﬁrst employing the calibration function F ða=H Þ for an isotropic material [6] and then
multiplying by Y ðqÞ as given by Eq. (8).
2.2. Prediction of the critical stress
The above K-calibration can be used to predict the critical bending stress rcr for fracture initiation of the elasticbrittle lattices containing a single-edge-notch. Failure
occurs when the stress intensity factor K I attains the fracture toughness of the lattice K IC , as given by Eq. (2). Substitution of Eqs. (2) and (8) into Eq. (7) leads to
 t 3=2  l 1=2
rTS
ð9Þ
rcr ¼ 0:32
l
a
for the choice a=H ¼ 1=2. Now normalize the strength rcr
by the unnotched strength ru of the lattice, as speciﬁed in
Eq. (1), to obtain
 1=2
rcr
at
¼ 0:48 2
ð10Þ
ru
l
This analytical prediction is plotted in Fig. 4.
Additional ﬁnite element calculations of the K-calibration for a SENB specimen in pure bending have been
1

Full symbols: Pure Bend
Hollow symbols: Three-Point Bend
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Fig. 3. Calibration function Y for the stress intensity factor of a singleedge notched specimen. The calibration is performed for a=H ¼ 1=2.

Fig. 4. Critical stress for the lattice in a SENB test. Calculations are
carried out for ﬁxed S=H ¼ 5 and a=H ¼ 1=2.
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performed; it was found that the diﬀerence in K-calibration
between pure bending and three-point bending is negligible. It is emphasized, however, that it is valid for the ratio
a=H ¼ 1=2, since the K-calibration has been conducted
only for this value.

straint in the bending of a deep-notched rigid ideally plastic
solid; for this solid, the bend strength is 25% greater than
the net-section strength value [7].

2.2.1. The notch insensitive regime
At short crack lengths, it is anticipated that no K-ﬁeld
exists and the bending strength is closely related to the
unnotched strength. Recall that this behaviour has already
been noted by Quintana and Fleck [3] for a centre-cracked
square honeycomb plate under remote tension. In the
strength-controlled regime, a net-section strength criterion
would suggest that the bending stress at failure rnet is
related to the unnotched bending strength ru via

a 2
2  t 2 
a 2
rcr ¼ rnet ¼ 1 
ru ¼
1
rTS
ð11Þ
H
3 l
H

A simple analytical estimate can be made for the transition crack length aT at which the failure load of the notched
lattice switches from the strength-control value ru =2 to the
LEFM value given by Eq. (10). The transition length scales
linearly with the slenderness ratio l=t according to

For the choice a=H ¼ 0:5, this strength criterion reduces
to rcr =ru ¼ 1=4 and this prediction has been added to
Fig. 4. A transition in behaviour is predicted from notchinsensitive behaviour to the LEFM limit with increasing
crack length. We proceed to conﬁrm or refute the above
predictions for the eﬀective medium by calculating directly
the bend strength of a SENB specimen, with the microstructure of a square lattice modelled explicitly.
2.2.2. Fracture of a discrete ±45° square lattice
A series of FE calculations on a SENB specimen made
from the discrete ±45° square lattice have been performed
to validate Eqs. (10) and (11). Each strut in the lattice was
modelled by an Euler–Bernoulli beam element (type B23 in
ABAQUS notation). The crack was introduced by splitting
the joints along the cracking plane but with the struts on
either side intact (see the sketch in Fig. 2). The magnitude
of the macroscopic, critical bending stress rcr on the outermost ﬁbre of the bend specimen is such that the maximum
tensile stress within any strut of the lattice attains the cellwall strength rTS . The resulting dependence of rcr =ru upon
at=l2 is included in Fig. 4, for ﬁxed a=H ¼ 1=2. (Recall that
the unnotched bend strength ru has already been deﬁned in
terms of rTS via Eq. (1), and this is a convenient measure
for normalization of rcr .) Numerical results are given for
specimens of increasing dimension in relation to the cell
size l, as parameterized by the crack length ratio a=l. For
each value of a=l, the stockiness t=l was varied from
0.001 to 0.15. The geometrical ratio S=H was held constant
at S=H ¼ 5.
Excellent agreement is noted between the predicted
strength of the explicit, discrete lattice and the LEFM limit
at long crack lengths. At short lengths the bend strength is
independent of crack length and has a value rcr =ru which is
half the unnotched strength but twice the net-section value.
The presence of the notch degrades the bending strength by
a factor of two rather than the factor of four of criterion
(11). This strengthening feature is attributed to an elastic
constraint eﬀect, somewhat analogous to the plastic con-

2.3. Transition crack length for a=H ¼ 1=2

aT
l
 0:9
l
t

ð12Þ

In contrast, the transition crack length for a centrecracked plate subjected to uniaxial tension scales as
2
aT =l  0:14ðl=tÞ , see Ref. [3]. Thus, for a slender lattice
of say t=l ¼ 0:01 we have a long transition crack length
aT ¼ 1400l in the centre-cracked plate, whereas aT ¼ 90l
in the SENB test. Smaller specimens thereby suﬃce for
the SENB geometry as a fracture toughness test method.
Huang and Chiang [8] carried out a numerical study of
the ±45° square lattice for both the SENB specimen in
three-point bending, and the centre-cracked plate under
uniaxial tension. The authors suggested that the fracture
toughness measured from a three-point bend test is higher
than that measured from a uniaxial test, and that the diﬀerence between the two measures is reduced as stockiness
increases. This conclusion is inconsistent with the fact that
the fracture toughness is a material property independent
of test geometry. The paradox is resolved by the fact that
most of their data lie in the strength-control regime.
3. Measurement of fracture toughness of cordierite square
lattice
The fracture toughness of a ±45° square lattice made
from cordierite (2MgO–2Al2O3–5SiO2) is investigated by
the three-point bend test, as sketched in Fig. 2. These ceramic lattices are widely used in catalytic converter applications and were supplied by Johnson Matthey Plc. Five
values of the cell dimension were employed, as summarized
in Table 1.
Machining and surface preparation of specimens is a
critical factor in testing lattices made from porous ceramics. The specimens were hand-cut with a hacksaw, and then
carefully sanded. Steel rollers of diameter 19 mm were used
to support the specimen and apply the load. PTFE sheets
of thickness 1 mm were placed between the rollers and
the loaded faces of the specimen to reduce contact stresses.
The top roller was driven at a displacement rate1 of
8  103 mms1 by a screw-driven test machine.

1

This speed of the cross-head ensures that the strain rate is below
104 s1, as required by the standard ASTM E399 [9] for quasi-static
loading.
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Table 1
Cell dimensions of the ﬁve batches tested in the present study. Transition
crack lengths aT calculated from Eq. (12) are valid for a=H ¼ 1=2.
Batch

t (mm)

l (mm)

t/l

a/l

aT/l

A
B
C
D
E

0.203
0.203
0.152
0.127
0.051

1.260
1.455
1.262
1.459
1.035

0.161
0.140
0.121
0.087
0.049

8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5, 11.3
8.5

5.6
6.4
7.4
10.3
18.4

For each batch of Table 1, eight initially undamaged
specimens were tested, as well as eight specimens containing an initial edge notch of dimension a=H ¼ 1=2. In all
tests, the span to height ratio was kept constant at
S=H ¼ 4, and the thickness of the specimens was approximately 20 mm. The specimens were of height H equal to 12
cells for all batches. Additionally, for batch D, a larger
specimen of height H equal to 16 cells was also tested.
The mean value and range in strength for each batch is
plotted as a function of the dimensionless geometric group
at=l2 in Fig. 5. The critical bending stress obtained from the
notched tests rcr has been normalized by the average failure
stress of the unnotched tests ru . Note that this critical stress
is the macroscopic ﬂexural strength of the specimen: it is
related to the critical three-point bend load P cr via
rcr ¼ 3P cr S=2H 2 , per unit thickness of the specimen.
Two regimes of behaviour are evident, see Fig. 5. At
large values of at=l2 the critical stress is toughness-controlled: linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) applies
and the dependence of rcr =ru upon at=l2 supports the
LEFM prediction (10), along with Eqs. (1) and (2). At
low values of at=l2 , the failure stress of the lattice rcr is
strength-controlled: it is insensitive to crack length and
stockiness, and is approximately equal to ru =2, for the ratio
a=H ¼ 1=2 considered in the experiment. These data support the FE prediction of the previous section for the limit
of short crack length.
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Optical images of the failed specimens are shown in
Fig. 6 for an initially undamaged lattice and for a lattice
containing an initial notch, both from batch A. For the
undamaged lattice (Fig. 6a), failure initiates at the bottom
layer of cells at about the mid-span of the specimen (where
tensile stresses are highest). Struts fail successively forming
a crack which propagates parallel to the loading direction,
but kinks into a 45° angle before reaching the top layer of
cells. For the notched lattice (Fig. 6b), the most heavily
loaded struts at the crack tip fail ﬁrst. The crack then propagates at 45° with respect to the loading direction. This is
consistent with the fact that the ±45° square lattice is weak
in shear along these directions.
4. Fracture toughness of cordierite lattice and tensile strength
of the cell walls
Valid K IC data are summarized in Table 2 for batches A,
B, and C, as well as for the specimens of batch D tested
with a long notch, a=l ¼ 11:3. Average values are given,
together with their standard deviation. Batch E was only

Strength-control
0.5

K-control
Eq. (10)

σcr
σu

Fig. 6. Optical images of broken specimens for (a) an initially unnotched
lattice and (b) a lattice containing an initial notch. Batch A of material.

1/2
1

Experiment
0.2
0.2

1

2

at/l 2
Fig. 5. Measured failure stress for a cracked lattice made from cordierite
and subjected to three-point bending. S=H ¼ 4 and a=H ¼ 1=2.

Table 2
Measured tensile strength of the porous cordierite cell walls and fracture
toughness of the cordierite lattice. Batch E was not tested in the K-control
regime.
Batch

K IC (kN m3/2)

rTS (MPa)

A
B
C
D
E

102.7 ± 7.2
88.7 ± 3.1
68.6 ± 6.5
62.3 ± 3.9
–

45.0 ± 0.7
43.5 ± 1.1
41.6 ± 1.0
50.5 ± 3.6
148.2 ± 13.8
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1

0.1

1
Eq. (2)

K IC
σ TS l

Huang & Gibson [10]
Present study
0.01

0.4

0.1

t/l
Fig. 7. Fracture toughness versus stockiness for a ±45° square lattice
made from cordierite. The error bars indicate the range of the data.

tested in the strength-control domain, see Fig. 5 and
Table 1.
The tensile fracture strength rTS of the cell-wall material
can be estimated from the failure stress measured in the
unnotched tests by using Eq. (1). Average values and standard deviations are included in Table 2. It is noted that rTS
for batch E is about three times larger than for all other
batches. This is attributed to the much lower porosity of
the cell-wall material for batch E, and it is consistent with
the observations of Huang and Gibson [10].
The measured fracture toughness K IC is plotted against
stockiness t=l in Fig. 7. It is normalized by the average
ofﬃﬃ the cell-wall material and
measured tensile strength rTS p
the square root of the cell size l. Data obtained by Huang
and Gibson [10] for similar cordierite specimens have been
re-calibrated employing Eq. (8) and added to Fig. 7. A
comparison is made between the experimental results and
the analytical prediction of Eq. (2). The experimental data
follow the linear dependence upon t=l exhibited by Eq. (2).
Good agreement is achieved, with most of the data lying
within 15% of the analytical prediction.
4.1. Prediction of fracture toughness of the lattice from the
fracture toughness of cell-wall material
The cordierite lattices of the present study possess porous cell walls as a result of the extrusion and sintering of
a ﬁne ceramic paste2. This is evident in the electron micrographs shown in Fig. 8 for a cordierite lattice obtained
from an automotive catalytic converter. It is important to
distinguish between the material properties of the dense
2

A paste is a viscoplastic formable body of dispersed particles in a
polymer solution. Ceramic and glass lattices can be made by extruding a
paste through a die, and then ﬁring at high temperatures. The process is an
eﬀective way to mechanically create porosity, which is beneﬁcial to the
fabrication of porous cordierite for catalytic converter applications.

Fig. 8. Scanning electron micrographs of the cell walls of a square-celled
cordierite lattice used in an automotive catalytic converter.

solid parent material, of the porous cell wall, and of the lattice structure.
The results presented above give the fracture toughness
of the lattice K IC in terms of the tensile strength rTS of the
porous cell-wall material. In turn, rTS derives from the fracture toughness K S of the cell wall and the intrinsic ﬂaw size
c within the cell walls
KS
rTS  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pc

ð13Þ

where c is the defect size within the cell wall. Substitution
of Eq. (13) into Eq. (2) gives
 t  l 1=2
K IC
¼ 0:23
ð14Þ
l c
KS
An estimate of the fracture toughness of the lattice K IC
can be obtained from Eq. (14). Values found in the literature for porous cordierite indicate K S  500 kN m3/2 for
about 40–50% porosity [11,12]. The micrographs shown
in Fig. 8 reveal the existence of ﬂaws as large as
c  40 lm. Consider, for example, batch A of the present
study, for which t ¼ 203 lm and l ¼ 1260 lm. Substitution
of these values into Eq. (14) gives K IC  103 kN m3/2,
which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value
of K IC  103 kN m3/2 obtained in the current study.
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This alternative presentation of the fracture toughness
K IC has an important practical implication: improved processing techniques will reduce the intrinsic ﬂaw size c within
the cell walls, and will thereby lead to an enhanced toughness of the lattice.
5. Concluding remarks
The evaluation of the fracture toughness of a ±45°
square lattice from single-edge notched bend (SENB) tests
requires a minimum crack length in order to ensure Kdominance at the crack tip. Finite element calculations predict that the minimum crack length is approximately given
by aT  l2 =t. Below this transition value, the fracture criterion switches from K-control to strength-control. Measurements on cordierite lattices conﬁrm the existence of this
transition, and the linear dependence of fracture toughness
K IC upon stockiness t=l for the ±45° square lattice.
Appendix A. Linear elasticity of the orthotropic square
lattice
For an orthotropic ±45° square lattice, we assume a
state of plane stress, with the in-plane stress state written
in vector form as
rj ¼ ðr11 ; r22 ; r12 Þ

T

ðA1Þ

The work-conjugate in-plane strain is also written in
vector form as
ei ¼ ðe11 ; e22 ; c12 ÞT

ðA2Þ

and Hooke’s law reads
ei ¼

3
X

Aij rj

ðA3Þ

i¼1

where the compliance matrix is of the form
1
0
A11 A12 0
C
B
Aij ¼ @ A12 A22 0 A
0
0 A33

ðA4Þ

The non-vanishing terms in Eq. (A4) are directly related
to the conventional engineering moduli, such that
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A11 ¼ 1=E1
A22 ¼ 1=E2
A12 ¼ m21 =E2 ¼ m12 =E1

ðA5Þ

A33 ¼ 1=G12
Classical beam theory can be used to determine the
remaining four independent constants, in terms of the
stockiness of the lattice t=l and the Young’s modulus ES
of the solid material from which it is made. The compliance
matrix of the ±45° square lattice is given by
2 
3
  1  l 1  l 3
1 l
1 l 3
0
þ

2 t
2 t
2 t
2 t
7
1 6 
  1  l 1  l 3
1 l
1 l 3
Aij ¼ 6
ðA6Þ
0 7

þ
5
2 t
2 t
2 t
ES 4 2 t
 l
0
0
2 t
and the elastic moduli follow from Eqs. (A5) and (A6):
E1 ¼ E2 ¼

2ðt=lÞ3
2

1 þ ðt=lÞ


1 t
G12 ¼
ES
2 l
m12 ¼ m21 ¼

ES

ðA8Þ

1  ðt=lÞ2
1 þ ðt=lÞ

ðA7Þ

2

ðA9Þ
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